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Welcome
A warm welcome to this 9th edition of the ARBS newsletter
The Association of Retirement Benefits Schemes is continuously working
towards strengthening the retirement industry through its various initiatives.

NEWS
Review of Trustee Development Programme - Kenya Curriculum
As previously mentioned, ARBS, RBA, and COI initiated a process of
revising the current TDPK curriculum to bring it up-to-date with the retirement
benefits sector changes. A working team of industry expert practitioners was
set up to come up with detailed materials for consideration, develop manual
and eventually delivery slides. Once the review was complete and material
validated a date was set by the Authority for sensitization on the new
curriculum to the industry that was very successful. The new curriculum was
launched on Tuesday 22 October 2019 which was alsowell attended. A
group of trustees have already attended the first class based on the new
curriculum.
From the pilot classes that have been conducted, ARBS has received
feedback on the new material and a few hiccups were noted on the slides
which are presently being worked on by the reviewers. Good news is that
participants have given very positive comments on the curriculum but would
like to see a realignment of slides and the manual which has nothing to do
with content.
In the aftermath of the Covid-19 Outbreak, the Association had to postpone
the (TDPK) training until further notice. ARBS is working with College of
Insurance and RBA to conduct online trustees training for TDPK going
forward. Before Covid19, plans were underway to ensure delivery of the
course online. Indeed RBA had sort and received funding from Worldbank to
roll out online training for TDPK of which a tender process was conducted by
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treasury as the implementing agent and an International
company was selected to start the process but then Covid
happened which slowed that process. ARBS and RBA are
making every effort to ensure that the project is back on track
soonest possible..
Annual General Meeting 2020 & Council Elections
The government through the Ministry of Health has set
restrictions about social distancing and social gatherings, it
seems likely that we may not be able to hold our physical AGM
as had been the tradition. The council is in discussions on the
option to schedule and hold a virtual AGM and we shall advise
you, through our respective accounts and hope for a large
turnout. We encourage you to attend once the invitation are
out.
BUDGET CHANGES 2020
The Council of the Association of Retirement Benefits
Schemes (“ARBS”) is, as always, grateful for the opportunity
to make submissions for consideration in the annual
budgeting process. We appreciate the input from members to
assist us in enhancing the scope and quality of our
submissions.
1. Taxation of monthly pension for persons aged 65 or more
The Act proposed to delete the paragraph exempting from tax
pensions paid to persons who are sixty five years of age and
above.
The Finance Act 2007 had introduced Paragraph 53 which
provides that monthly or lumpsum pension granted to a
person who is sixty five years of age or more is exempt from
tax.
ARBS through its council lobbied to have the taxation of
monthly pension for persons aged 65 years or more to be
excluded in parliament. We are glad to report that the
Members of parliament through the Finance and National
Planning Committee of the house having received various
submissions including that of ARBS concurred that taxing
these amounts would reduce the pension amounts payable to
retirees. We are delighted that our efforts together with those
of our members who took time to lobby were rewarded.
2. Retirement Benefits Act: Penalty for not submitting actuarial
evaluation report
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The Retirement Benefits Act, 1997 was amended in order to
introduce penalties where a trustee/s fails to submit a copy of
the actuarial report to the Chief Executive Officer of the
Retirement Benefits Authority, a penalty of KES 100,000 will
immediately be imposed in case of delay and a further penalty
of KES 1,000 shall be charged for each day or part thereof
during which the report remains unsubmitted. This is a move
to enhance compliance by retirement benefits schemes and
enable RBA to regularly monitor schemes and safeguard
member’s funds.
The introduction of penalties by the regulator on the
submission of Actuarial valuations for Defined Benefit
Schemes is to enforce compliance in same manner the
regulator is enforcing on submission of Audited Financial
Statements. ARBS believes that if a Scheme fails to submit
actuarial valuations once every three years according to the
law, the expenses incurred on penalties will be met by
individual trustees or the person who is responsible for the
failure, not by the Scheme.

The Association through its council sort clarity from RBA
on precautions that ought to be taken in the industry to
deal with the rise of Covid-19. Among the proposed
measures the Council of ARBS wrote to request for :

ARBS

COVID-19
RESPONSE

1. Consideration of the extension of the deadline for
submission of audited financial statements
for the year ended 31 Dec 2019 by 90 days with effect
from 31 March 2020. The limited movement by the
Trustees and service providers involved in the
preparation of the audited financial statements means
that more time will be taken to complete tasks and
comprehensive review of the financial statements given
that most of the key issues will require personal
engagements by the stakeholders to resolve.
2. Extension of the deadline of payment of RBA levy by
schemes that are neither on the minimum nor
maximum threshold in line with the extension proposed
above
3. Approval by the RBA that scheme trustee meetings
for the first quarter, unless essential, may be
rescheduled to the second quarter;

4. An approval that schemes Annual General Meetings should
be held when the current reference health situation eases
5. An approval that where trustee terms are expiring or have
expired and elections scheduled, then the term may be extended for 3-6 months to enable the due process for electing trustees to be followed;
6. An extension to the period for compliance with the Good
Governance Guidelines, for large schemes, to the end of the
calendar year 2020.
7. Consider extending the period for implementation of Treating
Customers Fairly guidelines
RBA responded to ARBS request and the industry by:
1. Waiver of penalties accruing from late submission of audited
financial statements that were due on March 31, 2020 for sixty
(60) days
1.1 Allowed schemes with a financial year-end of Dec.31,2019
that have not finalized their audited financial statements to pay
levy due on April 30, 2020 based on the last audited accounts
as at Dec.2018
Result of an underpayment shall be paid once the accounts are
finalized and such underpayment will not attract penalties.
Overpayment will be refunded or credited against the future
levy.
2. Guidance to Employers facing challenges in remitting contributions over this period;
2.1 Where employees are still working and earning a reduced
salary – The employer is expected to contribute both employee
and employer portions based on the reduced salary.
2.2 Where employees are on unpaid leave – The employees
are considered as being temporarily absent from work and the
contributions of both employer and employee remain
suspended for the period they remain unpaid or the maximum
period defined in the scheme rules.
2.3 Where an employer is seeking to temporarily suspend
contributions – Employer to seek consensus of the members to
suspend either or both employer and employee contributions to
the scheme for a specified period. When the said period lapses,
the employer shall automatically resume contributions /start to
accrue liability to contribute to the scheme.
2.4 Where an employer is seeking to vary the contribution rates
– The employer can exercise the right to vary the

contribution rates subject to issuing the required notice as
defined in the scheme rules and submitting the relevant
documentation to RBA.
2.5 Where an employer is seeking to discontinue
contributions (this leads to winding up of scheme operating as
a closed fund ) – The employer can exercise their right to cease
/discontinue the employer portion of the contributions, subject
to issuing a notice to the Trustees as defined in the scheme
rules.
2.6 During the notice period the employer will accrue liability
for both employer and employee contributions based on the full
or reduced salaries.
2.7 Trustees may exercise their power to compound liabilities,
and allow the employer to pay at a later date or submit are
medial action plan to RBA for approval.
2.8 The employer may seek consensus of the members to
waive the notice period.
3. Schemes facing challenges in the implementation of the
Good Governance Guidelines by June 30, 2020 (large
schemes) and June 30, 2021 (small schemes) will be allowed
to defer compliance so long as they explain the challenges as
provided under section 7 of the guideline.
4. Trustees may postpone Scheme Annual General Meetings
and reschedule their own meetings. Encouraged to explore the
use of technology to hold meetings through video conferencing
and other alternative methods.
4.1 Schemes who have trustees whose term is due to lapse so
on and may not be able to organize for elections or nominations
are advised to bring the same to the attention of RBA for
guidance.
5. The Marginal Tax rate on taxation of pensions and
withdrawals from registered pension funds, registered
provident funds, NSSF or registered individual retirement funds
reduced from 30% to 25%
6. Payments or withdrawals in excess on Ksh 60,000 per year
of pensionable service 9 (upto10years) made after 15 years
from joining the fund or after age 50 or early retirement on
ill-health taxed at 25% on the amount above Kshs1.2million
7. Tax bands also widened in case of early withdrawals and
maximum rate lowered to 25%
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Corridors of Justice Update
PPAD Act Appeal
ARBS has been following up on the PPAD Act appeal by ARBS
Council for some time with members anxious as well as
concerned about lack of progress to this end. The Court of
Appeal was expected to have deilivered a judgment on the
22nd of November 2019 but one of the judges (Justice Odek)
passed on before submitting his writen judgment. We have
been informed that the CJ will now have to either constitute a
new bench judge to review the case and deliver judgment or
appoint a new Judge in place of the Deceased J. Odek who will
go through the proceeding before She/He can deliver
judgement. Our legal team has written to the Registrar who has

also sort direction from the CJ. We will keep members updated
on this matter regretting the inordinate delays from our judicial
system.
Umbrella Schemes Regulations
Retirement Benefits (Umbrella Retirement Benefits Scheme)
Regulations, 2017 were suspended due to lack of public
participation. RBA has since then proceeded to conduct public
participation and subsequently conducted a stakeholder
sensitization forum. Following this there been no formal
communication from the Regulator, however, the draft
regulations are available on the RBA website. ARBS will follow
up with the Retirement Benefits Authority

TOPICAL ISSUE: MORTGAGE REGULATIONS
Tax Amendment Act amended Section 38 of the Retirement
Benefits Act to allowing members of retirement benefits
schemes to use a portion of their accrued benefits in
purchasing a residential house:
RBA issued draft regulations for Public exposure. The draft
regulation amends the existing mortgage regulations which
already allow access to the pension to guarantee a mortgage
from a financial institution.it provides modalities for the partial
access and Drafts attempt to balance allowing members to
benefit from a house while still working while not compromising
the ultimate objective of the pension scheme which is to provide
an income to the member in retirement. the drafts also attempt
to provide mechanisms to prevent abuse and also not put an
undue administrative burden on scheme trustees.
Terms of the mortgage benefit to members
1. A member can only request the benefit to purchase a
residential house only and not for construction.
2. The houses can only be purchased from financial institutions,
insurance companies, schemes, tenant purchase schemes,
SACCOs and projects approved by the Ministry of Housing.
3. Members can access up to 40 % of the accumulated benefit
subject to a maximum of Kshs 7.0 million or the purchase price
of the house.
4. Members can only use the benefits facility once
5. A member is only eligible for this benefit before retirement
and not after retirement.
6. Schemes will be expected to set minimum requirements and
procedures for application and minimum response time for the
benefit

Impact of Mortgage loans on Retirement Benefits
• Increase in old age poverty due to the adverse impact on the
income replacement levels as a result of lower accumulated
benefits at retirement.
• Pension fund members require a lot of guidance on these to
enable them to make informed decisions especially guided by
the sensitivity of such decisions on their replacement ratios.
• The average accumulated member balance based on the
current industry pension assets and registered members is
relatively low and therefore the few that would take up are likely
to reduce their benefits substantially.
• Income tax due to early benefit withdrawal and on stamp duty
(4%) are not exempt and increases purchase costs. This will
compound the impact on the cost of finance and more pressure
on members’ cash flows.
• Fund Performance is expected to a shift when it comes to the
investment strategy as well as a negative impact on capital
markets due to portfolio reallocation i.e. more conservative to
cater for the members' needs.
• The high cost of financing mortgages and property prices are
likely to negate the investment merits and if not well thought out
could lead to higher costs and longer repayment plans which
further affects pension accumulation potential in the future.
• In these tough economic times there more job losses and
foreclosures which motivates more access to the accrued
pension which affects the pension assets balance.
• Assets are expected to significantly reduce pension assets.
For instance, a 25% take up the accrued benefits for
homeownership would result in a Kes 300Bln decline in assets.
• Individual member Portfolio changes to allocate more to an
illiquid asset will have an adverse change on the member’s risk
profile and long term pension accumulation potential.
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???
CASH WITHDRAWAL FROM RETIREMENT SCHEMES
TO BUY HOUSES IS ILL-TIMED

ARTICLES

homes raises fundamental questions that may not have been
adequately addressed before it was legislated.

The recent legislative change that allows for direct drawing out
of cash by members from retirement benefit schemes to buy
residential houses is undoubtedly causing widespread concern
as well as excitement across the country.
There is, however, doubt even among the most optimistic
pundits on the timing and appropriateness of this amendment
given the devastating impact of Covid-19 on the retirement
benefit sector as well as the capacity of the sector to implement
it successfully.
Retirement benefit schemes, as we speak, are coming to terms
with the dismal investment performance for this year’s first
quarter, with most recording negative performance ranging
between minus 3 per cent and minus 5 per cent.
HUGE BENEFIT PAYOUTS
Moreover, schemes are expecting to settle huge benefit
payouts to exiting members arising from restructuring by
companies, redundancies and job losses caused by Covid-19
on the economy, which is expected to continue in the
foreseeable future.
Many employers and sponsors of schemes are experiencing
severe financial strain and are either struggling or unable to pay
monthly contributions into schemes.
Considering the aforementioned factors, the introduction of the
provision to draw out cash for buying residential houses could
not have come at a more challenging time for the sector.
Direct drawing out of cash from schemes for housing is a
fundamental shift in policy. Retirement benefit schemes in
Kenya, accessing trust assets in schemes, ought to be strictly
regulated to ensure that the primary objective of providing
adequate retirement income to members is safeguarded.
This new policy of permitting early access to benefits to buy

POLICY MAKERS
How do policymakers hope to balance genuine pre-retirement
financial needs of scheme members, such as acquiring homes
and providing adequate post retirement income to the same
members?
If this balance is not properly determined, the likelihood of this
amendment compromising the core objective of pension
systems in Kenya is real. I say so because currently, the system
already allows for early access to benefits upon loss or change
of employment, ill-health leading to cessation of employment or
emigration out of Kenya.
A further widening of permissible opportunities for access will
negatively affect the retirement outcomes of members
Globally, countries have adopted different strategies to regulate
early access of retirement benefits. In some countries such as
the USA, Australia and New Zealand, early access is
permanent under cases of extreme financial constraints.
In Switzerland and Australia, a member may directly borrow
from the scheme, but will be required to pay the loan before the
retirement date. In most countries in South East Asia, such as
Singapore and Malaysia, the social security package involves
members saving in different accounts for different products
such as retirement savings, housing and medical. Members
thus make high contributions of up to 40 per cent to provide
funding for housing, medical and retirement benefits.
The saving rate in Kenya’s retirement benefit sector is too low
to sustain a myriad pre-retirement social security needs, leave
alone adequate post-retirement benefits.
A framework that allows for direct drawdown of cash from
retirement scheme for purchasing houses would be best
implemented where savings in retirement benefit schemes are
at levels of over 30 per cent of earnings.
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CREATE AWARENESS
For this to happen, Kenya needs to do more to create
awareness and increase the level of discretionary savings
within retirement benefit schemes.
There’s need for government to give incentives for more
savings and perhaps make a certain minimum limit of savings
mandatory across the formal and informal working population.
Precious little has been done in this space.
Policymakers, who in recent years introduced the
pension-backed
mortgage
arrangement
and
the
post-retirement medical arrangement need to explore practical
possibilities of enabling these products to effectively work
before introducing others such as early access of benefits to
buy homes.
For instance, the pension-backed mortgage introduced in 2009
provides that up to 60 per cent of a members’ accumulated
retirement savings can be applied as collateral to soften the
lending terms under which a financier would grant a mortgage
loan to a member who wishes to buy a residential house.
Under this arrangement, the primary security, which is the
house, would be sold by the financier to recover the unpaid part
of the loan and any amounts not recovered from the sale would
be settled from the scheme in that order and therefore the
chance that a member would lose their accumulated savings is
minimized.
Under pension backed mortgage, a member’s savings continue
to be invested without disruption while the member enjoys a
cheaper loan towards home-buying. The product uptake has
not succeeded because financiers have been reluctant to lower
or give preferential lending rates to scheme members. A lot
more needs to be done to resolve the impasse.
LEAST DISRUPTION
It is important that the changes we have made in the past and
those we are now making become part of an overall integrated
National Retirement Benefits Policy, whose various parts are
integrated and made to function harmoniously to achieve
desired outcomes with the least disruption.
It’s also important that amendments are cognisant of the core
principles of a National Retirement Benefits Policy; One would
expect that such a policy would espouse compulsory
preservation of retirement benefits.
We should then not see roll-out of amendments that run
counter to and undermine preservation of benefits unless and
until adequate mechanisms and time-tested safeguards are put

in place and the requisite levels of savings in the policy for
scheme members who qualify to draw out cash for housing are
achieved.
That way, we would protect what members have accumulated
in retirement savings over the years to achieve retirement
security even as we endeavour to help them to own homes.
As a country we have no shortage of innovative ideas, but we
often shy away from taking firm and sometimes painful
decisions that would enable our innovations to unlock benefits
for us.
We shy away from policies that would encourage increased
level of savings and where possible make it an obligation.
AFFORDABLE HOUSE
Even as the debate rages about the merits and demerits of the
amendment of drawing out cash from retirement benefit
schemes, we must remember that in Kenya, it’s not a must for
employers to set up retirement benefit schemes, meaning, a
great number of workers, who would benefit from owning an
affordable house by deploying a properly formulated policy of
amendment, are not even able to do so because they are
simply not members of retirement schemes.
As an observer put it, “we are trying to enjoy a Singapore-like
infrastructure of housing, roads, medical care, and retirement
income without bothering to sweat, save and plan for it.”
It’s crucial to create a sound policy framework around it to
enable the draw-out mechanism to work smoothly and unlock
benefits to members without undermining the long term
financial well-being of members.
Gains made towards owning a house should not result in
regression and wiping out of retirement savings. That would be
counterproductive.
More time must be allowed to discuss and generate ideas on
how best to structure and execute the draw out mechanism in
schemes before it is implemented.
A National Retirement Benefits Policy needs to be put in place
defining clearly where we want to go as a country in matters
retirement.
Mr Kilavi is head of consulting and advisory at Zamara
Actuaries, Administrators & Consultants

Membership
The Association’s membership is open to Schemes, Trustees, Corporates, and Associations and Individuals operating in the
retirement industry or affiliated sectors.
WHY JOIN ARBS
• As a member you gain support and guidance on new rules and regulations, industry standards, best practices and retirement
industry benchmarks.
• ARBS members mutual interests are promoted and protected through engagement with policymakers, the regulators and the
government bodies.
• The Association provides its members with the opportunity to participate in outreach programs that educate and sensitize industry stakeholders on retirement and related matters.
• Increased visibility and exposure through a collective voice in the industry.
• An opportunity to be equipped with the knowledge and understanding necessary to address varied and complex issues which
face them
• Members are able to participate and contribute to valuable knowledge-sharing networking events and opportunities by ARBS
or in partnership with other industry players both local and international.
• All members enjoy discounted rates on events and advertising opportunities of its services and events on our different
platforms.
• Members have access to the ARBS Council which is constantly informed of the sentiments among retirement benefits schemes
trustees and other stakeholders enabling it to direct its energies appropriately.
How to Join
Fill in the ARBS membership application form, available on the website
. Pay the applicable membership fee
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